**2008 Part II Test Review**

1. True. 88% Correct.

2. False. 98%. Blocking below the waist applies to the offense and defense.

3. True. 94%. Blocking in the back is a 10 yard penalty. The enforcement could be half the distance.

4. False 55%. The defender he just passed can’t block him legally without repositioning himself.

5. True. 100%. Forward progress marked by foremost point of the ball when the ball becomes dead.

6. True. 96%. Simultaneous possession (catch or recovery), both players must be touching inbounds.

7. True. 80%. If you call a flagrant foul, the player shall be disqualified.

8. True. 98%. A passer by definition is a player who throws a legal forward pass. So you can’t have roughing the passer on an illegal forward pass. (Possible personal foul, but not RTP).

9. False. 94%. Can occur with any part of the helmet.

10. True. 67%. Butt blocking can be done by any player. Illegal act.

11. True. 90%. If a sideline conference, must be done in this area.

12. True. 98%. Basic spot is a point of reference for penalty enforcement.

13. True. 86%. Kick entering R’s end zone ends the down unless a scoring attempt.


15. False. 51%. Remember, ball comes back to previous spot just like it was a 2nd down incomplete pass. Then move the down box the length of the ball, then set the chains.

16. False. 47%. Down continues if K gains possession in or behind the LOS.

17. False. 90%. The goal line is in the end zone.

18. True. 100%. Yard lines should not touch the sideline.

19. True. 76%.

20. False. 82%. Goal line pylons when properly placed are OOB in the end zone.
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21. False. 31%. If A uses disconcerting acts in an attempt to cause B to encroach, it is a false start. If B does it, it is unsportsmanlike. That is the rule, so apply correctly.

22. True. 94%.

23. True. 98%.

24. False. 71%. Could be 1st and goal.

25. False. 94%. Count 12 twice. Then flag for dead ball illegal substitution.

26. False. 71%. Not PSK because it is foul by K. One of the criteria for PSK is the foul must be by R beyond the expanded neutral zone.

27. False. 82%. The runner can be tripped.

28. False. 82%. BBW is a 15 yard penalty. Could be from end of run or spot of the foul.

29. False. 45%. Can’t bat a fumble legally. K may bat a kick to keep it from going into R’s end zone, but not a fumble.

30. True. 94%. A new force can be added to a grounded loose ball, (fumble).

31. True. 90%. Definitions.

32. False. 96%. Touchback. Kicks entering R’s end zone that are unsuccessful scoring attempts, result in a touchback.

33. False. 94%. Could be outside the zone depending how far from the ball they are. 4 yards either side of the ball. Any part of the player in, they are in the FBZ.

34. True. 92%. BBW legal, offensive linemen against defensive linemen, or vice versa.

35. False. 90%. See 34.

36. False. 76%. By definition, this is clipping. Only offensive linemen are allowed to clip against defensive linemen who are in the zone. Defensive linemen are not permitted to clip.

37. False. 69%. K can’t catch a free kick legally unless it touches an R player. Ball must go ten yards and touch the ground, or an R player. May occur in any order. Kick catching interference and the ball becomes dead when caught.

38. True. 98%. 
39. True. 92%. Ball blocked into R, so you ignore the touching.

40. False. 88%. Clock shall start when the kick is legally touched by R, or K.

41. True. 59%.

42. True. 80%.

43. False. 92%. In possession of the team to last possess it, not touch it.

44. True. 94%. Free kick lines always 10 yards apart.

45. True. 100%.

46. True. 94%. 12 ½ to 13 ½ pounds.

47. True. 59%. Do this to avoid running into them, players and officials.

48. False. 67%. Can approve a game ball any time during the contest. See Case Book.

49. True. 73%. To avoid a safety, the entire ball must make it out of the end zone.

50. False. 90%. Momentum also applies on kicks, free or scrimmage.

51. False. 98%. Touchback.

52. True. 94%. Basic spot for fouls by the defense during a running play is the end of the run. Since the end of the run is in the end zone, you penalize from the goal line.

53. False. 100%.

54. False. 31%. Not a good question. Disregard. Yes, face tackling is a 15 yard penalty.

55. True. 90%. Flagrant fouls, must disqualify.

56. False. 100%. Spearing is illegal and can be done by the offense or defense.

57. True. 98%. Live ball, illegal substitution foul.

58. False. 92%. A or K, can’t accidentally go OOB before a change of team possession. R can, accidentally.

59. True. 98%. Why we need to be counting players during dead ball periods.
60. True. 63%. A non player foul, and all non player fouls are administered from the succeeding spot.

61. True. 73%. Intentional grounding. 5 yards from the spot of the pass and loss of down.

62. True. 98%. One of the criteria we use.

63. False. 73%. Can’t have OPI or DPI if the pass doesn’t cross the neutral zone.

64. False. 100%. Incomplete pass.

65. True. 100%.

66. False. 100%.

67. True. 80%. Doctor’s note required if anything hard in this area.

68. True. 98%. Dead ball if helmet comes off ball carrier.

69. False. 55%. PSK foul. Bean bag on the 35 yard line, so this is your spot for enforcement since the foul occurred in front of the PSK spot (bean bag). 1st and 10 for R, at the 20 yard line after enforcement.

70. True. 94%. Result of the play is a touchback. Penalize from the 20 yard line.

71. False. 92%. Flag where A88 reenters the field. Loose ball play, basic spot is the previous spot. Penalize 15 yards from the previous spot, as the foul occurred 10 yards beyond the previous spot.

72. True. 92%.

73. True. 4%. R can’t advance a try once the scrimmage kick has failed (been blocked). Bad question.

74. False. 100%.

75. False. 84%. Verbatim from rule book.

76. False. 88%. Not free kicks, try kicks, or successful field goals.

77. True. 90%.

78. True. 69%.

79. False. 80%. Succeeding spot.
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80. True. 80%. Dead ball fouls are penalized from the succeeding spot.

81. False. 82%. Ball is dead if touched by a K player in R’s end zone. Kick is allowed to carom off R.

82. False. 90%.

83. False. 43%. Must have possession of the ball when he completes the catch.

84. False. 39%. If the penalty is declined, B still has the momentum right since the ball became dead in the end zone.

85. True. 96%. Must leave field across the sideline your team box is on. Can’t go across the end line or opponents sideline.

86. True. 76%. Not a replaced player, so he can return without foul.

87. False. 67%. Live ball foul for illegal numbering.

88. False. 55%. Dead ball illegal substitution. Here a replaced player withdrew (he was substituted for), and may not reenter during the same dead ball period, unless a penalty is accepted, a dead ball foul occurs, there is a charged time out, or the period ends.

89. False. 100%.

90. False. 96%. Starts on the snap. New series awarded to either team following a legal kick.

91. True. 84%. Accepted delay of game foul, clock starts on the snap.

92. True. 78%. 2nd live ball following error for timing as long as period hasn’t ended.

93. True. 96%.

94. True. 80%. Momentum exception doesn’t apply here as the ball didn’t become dead in B’s end zone.

95. False. 92%. Touchback.

96. True. 100%.

97. True. 84%. Keep an eye on the clock.

98. True. 88%. Have fun!
99. True. 94%. Sideline warning. Throw flag, but don’t penalize yardage.

100. False. 73%. All officials are responsible.